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WEEK 18 — Monday 8th to Sunday 14th February 2021
Monday 8th February:




Alexandros Birthday
Key Worker Staff and Pupils Covid testing
7B and 7H Parents’ Evening—5-8pm

Tuesday 9th February:


Concert with Miss Orpwood and Mr Jenkinson LIVE on Instagram —

8pm

Wednesday 10th February:






Emanuele Birthday
James Birthday
Senior Management Team Meeting – 3pm
Wetherby Lockdown Quiz LIVE on Instagram
7L and 7T Parents’ Evening—5-8pm

– 8pm

Thursday 11th February:






Key Worker Staff and Pupils Covid testing
Miss Bevan, Mrs Gourlay and Ms Russell to the APG Mental Health First Aider course
Mr Blundell to the APG Absence Management Forum
Mr Lock to the APG Performance Management Forum

Friday 12th February:






Generation Mufti Day
Miss Bevan, Mrs Gourlay and Ms Russell to the APG Mental Health First Aider course
Staff Meeting – 8am
and Zoom – 8:45am
Whole School Assembly LIVE on Instagram
BOYS BREAK UP FOR HALF TERM

Saturday 13th February:
Sunday 15th February:


Alastair Birthday

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/9685104416

Dear Parents and Boys,
No longer considered ‘new’ or even ‘relatively new’, the School has
pretty much run out of notable ‘firsts’ that were so commonplace in
the early days of Wetherby Prep. We had one this week though, with
Sebastian B, achieving a Music Exhibition to Eton. Seb’s achievement is even more remarkable considering he only started playing the
piano eighteen months ago; first learning via You Tube, and then from
our very own Mr Sam Grew. Anyone that has heard Seb play will
appreciate how supremely and naturally gifted he is at the piano but it
is also a lesson that it is never too late to pick up an instrument and
demonstrates what can be achieved in a short space of time with dedication and genuine love and passion for an instrument. Well done,
Seb – we are all very proud of you and, as we always say in these
circumstances, on the Board you go!
As a tribute to Seb’s achievement, Miss Orpwood and Mr Jenkinson are back LIVE on Instagram
(@wetherbyprep) next Tuesday at 8pm with their ‘Best of” Concert. Bands tend to release their ‘Best
of…” albums at the end of their careers and whilst this is certainly not the end of Nia and Jay, it does
(hopefully) signal an end to our Lockdown period and all the adaptations we have made to Wetherby
Prep life. With Half Term the week after next and numbers and data all going in the right direction, the
educational sector is becoming increasingly confident about March 8 th as our return date, particularly for
primary age children. As soon as we hear anything for certain we will let you know but be assured we
have enough tests to check every boy and every staff member twice weekly from March 8 to the end of
term and have processes in place at School to make the environment as safe and covid-free as is reasonably possible. And of course, we wholly support those within the sector and government who are
pushing for school staff across the country to be vaccinated as soon as possible.
Finally, thank you for your continued support for our School and staff throughout this trying time, and for
your empathy with the words in my daily emails. The intention is to reflect home situations within our
community, though some clearly hit the mark with uncanny accuracy, as Alexander S’s workspace displays below!
Have a good weekend,

Nick Baker

This week’s Citizen of the Week is Henry C (8G).
We have been very impressed with Henry this
term and his mature approach to his studies. First
to lessons, camera on and brilliant engagement.
He completes classwork to a very high standard
and hasn't missed one assignment. His test
scores are the highest they have been and he is
becoming more confident in his abilities. He looks
like a CEO with his giant desk chair and head set
- ready for lesson ahead!

This week’s Sportsman of the Week is Aaron S
in 4L. Aaron has been fully committed to his
Games lessons and is always the last to leave
the session. He has bought some dumbbells to
enhance his fitness programme and is getting
fitter and stronger with every week! Well done,
Aaron!

Miss Preece’s
Year 6 English

Kaan A 4S
During TPR this week I was helping a boy in 4S get set up on
OneNote. Other boys were asking questions about the task on
the chat and Kaan took it upon himself to answer these questions. This was incredibly helpful, Kaan explained what we
were doing and where to find the work clearly and helped quite
a few boys (and Miss Orpwood). Thank you, Kaan!
Miss Orpwood

Other notable ‘Acts of Kindness’


Justin W 5C
He is just wonderful, so polite, helpful and a joy to teach! He sends the most lovely messages
about 'enjoying' his day, asking how you are/how boys are getting on. He also will copy links into
the chat when boys can't find things to help out! He’s so supportive and considerate to other
boys! Today he congratulated everyone on their speed tests.
Miss Saddington



Joshua L 8G
Helps me out with all sorts of technical wizardry all in the name of Maths. Great kid.
Mr Gascoine



Nicolas V 5C
Offered to show Benjamin Meyohas how to upload a photo to One Note. A lovely boy.
Miss Preece



Cyrus F 4L
He created a video of how to make a ‘kinetic stick bomb’ that he had done himself last week. He
posted it on our Team with a marvellous message, in response to boys in the form wanting to
have a go themselves. Showing our school values of Teamwork and Kindness—fabulous!
Miss Lister



Miles C 5S
Miles has produced exceptional work in Maths this term and he is also such a delight to have in
Form Time! He's always so polite and kind to everyone, and will go above and beyond to help
and support his classmates. For Children's Mental Health Week this week, the boys were expressing their feelings through drawing and music, and sharing how they felt. Miles would give
each boy a round of applause afterwards and send kind messages in our group chat to show his
support. What a caring and considerate gesture!
Miss Sheldon



Saverio A 6F
Showed to the form the Microsoft app "To do" and shared his best tips on how to use it to help
boys organise themselves every day. Very thoughtful!
Mlle Flomet



Zahaan M & Zubin D’S 3H
Both boys showed a great collaborative attitude during Thursday's non-verbal reasoning lesson,
supporting others with clear explanations to help them find the answer!
Miss Hood

...
Alvaro learning
to box

...

Alvaro’s space...paintings

Ayden building a computer

...

Lucas enjoying Wellington College’s Fireside Talk this week

Maxi with his finished Lego Technic Bugatti

Max and his dad putting his new high sleeper and desk together

Raahil baking delicious Cinnamon Raisin Bread

Miss Lister and Nancy restoring
a 1950s cocktail cabinet

Taymour making Indian Chicken Tray Bake for the
family

Tye making gluten and dairy-free French crepes

Thomas making a delicious Galette des Rois

Miss Lister and School Council want to remind you of our
Generation Game Mufti Day next Friday 12th February!

Miss Kroiter writes…

LOWER SCHOOL ENGLISH
To keep you challenged and to get those brains thinking we are introducing a new English Puzzle page
to the Buzz. Each week one of your lower school English teachers will publish some puzzles to get your
minds ticking.
This week you have a Letter Suduko and a Shakespearian Cryptogram.
ANSWERS: These will be posted in next week’s Wetherbuzz.
Good luck boys.

This is just a preview. The full size version is attached to the email.

Top Ten Speed Kings 2020-21

Mr Gascoine writes…

Main players that have influenced the Top Ten this week are Adrian H, with an improved
time of 14 seconds and cements his 4 th place. Louis V-S who has knocked 36 seconds off
his PB and has moved up to 6 th place and Max D, improving his time by 5 seconds. Well
played, gentlemen!

Mr Gascoine writes…

Maths Challenge
Pupils who have answered correctly and therefore achieved greatness!

Lower Challenge Answers

Upper Challenge Answers

Raahil U

The Dark Horse

Alexander T-W

William P

William P

Alexander T-W

Hugo S

Mr Knight

Mr K

Max B

Max B

Aran M

Reno B

Thomas W

Jai M

Lachlan D

Thomas W
Misha L
Maximilian van der K
Cezar J

Lower Maths Challenge

Upper Maths Challenge

Mr Gascoine writes…
Being an avid reader of Mr Baker’s Monday – Friday Blog (all staff are, natch), I was interested to read of Mr B’s summary of the film ‘The Dig’ and the treasure from the Sutton Hoo
site that is displayed in The British Museum. It reminded me of my quarrying days and giving my sister a Mammoth Tusk I had unearthed from a sand and gravel quarry in Devon (the tusk fell apart within 24 hours) my sister wasn’t happy!
Also in The British Museum is the oldest and most important Chess Set ever found – The
Lewis Chess Set, found on a beach on the Isle of Lewis in 1851. The pieces date back to
the 12th century and are carved from walrus tusk and depict characters in a variety of
seemingly bad moods – from rage to despair. All too familiar traits if you play chess.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7e5TKZTyqxY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HDzYiT2pSzU

I did buy a Lewis Set for the school and the Wetherby Chess finals are all played on it.
Wonderful, intricate pieces with Norman shields and swords. Apparently when the pieces
were discovered the locals thought that they had uncovered goblins and elves!
If you fancy a game I can be found on Lichess.org, Saturday mornings from 9am onwards.
(after I have made my wife a cup of tea and phoned my mother!)
BambaG

Miss Lister writes…

SPACE NEWS w/b 1.2.21
Pluto's atmosphere gets its blue haze from
icy organic compounds, study suggests

The haze shrouding Pluto might be made up of ice crystals possessing cyanide hearts, a new study
finds.
Hazes, which are made of tiny motes of dust, smoke, ice and other substances, are not unique to Earthscientists have detected hazes enveloping Mars, Venus, Saturn and Jupiter.
Nor are hazes limited to planets. Saturn's largest moon Titan, the only moon known to have clouds, is
cloaked in a thick orange haze similar in makeup to smog on Earth.

China's 1st Mars rover will get one of these
10 names, and you can vote to select the winner

The 10 names — Hongyi, Qilin, Nezha, Chitu, Zhurong, Qiusuo,
Fenghuolun, Zhuimeng, Tianxing and Xinghuo — are taken from
ideas including Chinese mythological figures, Confucian concepts
and legendary animals.

Voting Website

Space Calendar 2021:
Rocket launches, sky events, missions & more!

February
Feb. 11: The new moon arrives at 2:06 p.m. EST (1906 GMT).
Feb. 15: A Russian Soyuz rocket will launch the Progress 77P cargo resupply spacecraft to the International Space Station from the Baikonur Cosmodrome in Kasakhstan. Watch it live
Feb. 18: Conjunction of the moon and Mars. Just one day before reaching first quarter phase, the
waxing crescent moon will swing about 4 degrees to the south of Mars in the evening sky.
Feb. 20: Northrop Grumman will use an Antares rocket to launch the Cygnus NG-15 cargo resupply
spacecraft to the International Space Station. It will lift off from NASA's Wallops Flight Facility in Virginia, at 12:36 p.m. EST (1736 GMT). Watch it live
Feb. 25: A Russian Soyuz rocket will launch 36 satellites into orbit for the OneWeb internet constellation. It will lift off from the Vostochny Cosmodrome in Siberia.
Feb. 26: A United Launch Alliance Atlas V rocket will launch the STP-3 rideshare mission for the
U.S. Space Force. It will lift off from Cape Canaveral Space Force Station in Florida.
Feb. 27: The full moon of February, known as the Full Snow Moon, arrives at 3:17 a.m. EST (0817
GMT).
Feb. 28: Mercury reaches its highest point in morning sky, shining brightly at magnitude 0.1. Catch the
innermost planet above the eastern horizon shortly before sunrise.

LAST UPDATED Jan. 26: These dates are subject to change, and will be updated
throughout the year as firmer dates arise.

Kindness Jars
Ayden in 4S writes…
This week we have been learning about kindness. We have made jars of kindness and thought
about why we should be kind. In our jars we put:
1.Five acts of kindness you can do at home.
2.Five acts of kindness in the public.
3.Five kind words or sentences you could say to people.

Marcus in 4S writes…
We have been talking about why it is important to be kind and how saying one kind thing to another person can change the world! It is good to be kind because when you do something kind
to another person they have this exquisite feeling and they are so happy it can make their day. The
person who did the kind deed will be happy as well because when the person comes to you and
says thank you to you, it is nice and gives you that exquisite feeling too.

Ned in 4S writes…
In TPR this week, we have made kindness jars to make sure people are kind from their heads to
their toes. In mine, I put to keep the community to tidy and to always help people.

4L’s Kindness Jars

4T’s Kindness Jars

4S’s Kindness Jars

Michael in 3H made
a Jar of Courage

Mr Bayes writes…
Dear Parents,
Thank you for your patience whilst we have been busy testing Lightspeed, the ‘at-home’ internet filtering solution.
This has now been deployed to all pupils’ surface go devices and is actively filtering your son’s internet traffic.
You’ll be pleased to know that we’ve used the same tried and tested “whitelist” (sites that we’ve allowed thought
the filter) for the at-home solution, as we do when your son is in school. This allows access to all the educational
sites that he might use using during a typical remote learning day. We will continue to add trusted sites to the
whitelist, if they are inadvertently blocked, and ask you to forward screen shots of any blocked sites that teachers
have asked your son to access, or sites you believe should be added to the whitelist to:
homeaccesssupport@wetherbyprep.co.uk
The “blacklist” (you guessed it), will continue to block sites that we believe have no educational benefit. There is
a myriad of categories that do not adhere to our educational website policy, and we continue to add them when
identified. The most recent website to be added is ‘Discord’, a gaming chat room which is becoming increasingly
popular. Ominously sounding, Discord is the next big thing in gaming world (remember the Fortnite dance….)
and many of you have written to me to voice your concerns. However, unlike the innocuous Fortnite dance
moves (I still can’t do any of them), Discord attracts adult gamers (and others) to discuss all manner of games,
and a worryingly increasing and varied list of chat topics. Below you will find a parents’ guide to Discord and its
dangers. Please the take time to watch and discuss with your son. Mr Morrison and I will be talking about Discord
in ICT lessons next week.
Parents' Ultimate Guide to Discord | Common Sense Media
Even though the lightspeed filtering system provides superb “first level” protection against the inappropriate websites, we must still discuss internet danger issues with young people and allow them to develop a natural caution
towards dialogue and engagement with strangers online. In these times of increased use of technology, its always prudent to initiate friendly chatter and openness with your son and explore how he is using the internet in
his spare time. This in-it-together approach I have found to be very effective, especially when boys start to enter
the moody teenager phase!
Please do feedback any internet experiences or strategies you feel may be beneficial. The in-it-together motto
works on a teacher – parent level also!
Below are some relevant internet safety links to keep your family safe at home.
Internet matters - for support for parents and carers to keep their children safe online
https://gooseberryplanet.com/ - educational software platform for children and online safety
London Grid for Learning - for support for parents and carers to keep their children safe online
Net-aware - for support for parents and careers from the NSPCC
Parent info - for support for parents and carers to keep their children safe online
Thinkuknow - for advice from the National Crime Agency to stay safe online
UK Safer Internet Centre - advice for parents and carers

Miss Orpwood writes…

Sebastian Bell
The Music Department are very proud of Sebastian B in 8V. Seb has gone from 0-60 on the piano in
a very short space of time. From teaching himself to play on YouTube, he started lessons with the
wonderful Mr Sam Grew and has since realised his love of music and particularly the piano. Over the
past 18 months, Seb has put all of his time and effort into his piano practice and this week his hard
work was rewarded with a Music Exhibition at Eton. We are all very proud of the hard work and effort
Seb has put in to achieve his goal. Well done, Seb - we can’t wait to see and hear what you accomplish in the future!

Live Instagram Concert with Miss
Orpwood and Mr Jenkinson!

Young Songwriter 2021 Competition

Please join Miss Orpwood and Mr Jenkinson LIVE on Instagram at 8pm on Tuesday 9th February. They have gone through
all of their music from previous concerts and
will performing all of their favourite requests.

Please follow the link for more information
about the ‘Young Song Writer Competition’:
Young Songwriter 2021 » Song Academy

A Better Kind of Mask

Boys featured above—can you spot them all?
Benjamin M, Dino L, Dylan E, Felix El Z, Henry S, Hugo S, Leonardo M, Mikael G,
Moritz K, Rex S, Romell J, Theodore J, Michael Z, Zahaan M, Ozan B, Reis J, Luca
G, Siwoo H, Rufus M-S, Zubin D’S, Maxwell L

Team of the Week

Mr Reid writes…

WPS Cross Country Week
Dear WPS Boys and Parents
I hope you are all well?
I am writing to remind you all about next week’s WPS Cross Country Week. The Year Group
Events will take place in one in the boys’ afternoon Games Session as follows:
Monday 8th February 2 – 3pm Year 6
Tuesday 9th February 2 – 3pm Years 3 and 4
Wednesday 10th February 2 – 3pm (3 – 4pm for 7H) Years 7 and 8
Thursday 11th February 2 – 3pm Year 5

Please see below for the Year Group Distances:
YEAR GROUP

DISTANCE km

3 and 4

2.5

5 and 6

4

7 and 8

5

During their session, the boys will simply run their relevant distance and record it on one of the
many running applications that are available e.g. Strava, Nike, Garmin Connect, Adidas Running,
Run Keeper, Pacer, Map my Run and send their time in to me on the Teams Chat or email me on
lee.reid@wetherbyprep.co.uk that day. The boys are allowed to record their times on a treadmill
or, with parental permission, outside. All the times will collated for each Year Group and the individual and House winners announced and celebrated in the whole school assembly on Friday 12 th
February.
Have a great weekend and speak soon.

Fitness Form
Time
Monday 8:30-8:50

15min Indoor workout
20 seconds work, 30 seconds rest for 3
Rounds
1.Burpees
2. Spider man plank
3. Mountain climbers
4. Star jumps
5. Alternate jump lunge
6. Explosive squat

Wetherby boys, parents, staff and family!
Start the week right by building up a sweat
with your fellow school community.
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/9685104416)
Guest runner and mystery location this week is
brought to you by Miss Sheldon!! Please give
answers by messaging Mr Evans or Miss
Sheldon on Teams to win Housepoints!

This week, we were grateful to receive a parcel of brand new children’s books donated by Sir John
Ritblat (Chairman of Alpha Plus Group) to add to our growing library. This range of new titles will
be much appreciated by the boys who love being immersed in the lives of fictional characters and
learning about new cultures.
“Donating these books, of both classic and contemporary titles, has been a great pleasure for me.
The effects of reading on a child's development are immense -- numerous studies have highlighted its benefits. As an avid reader myself, I hope that these books will be a gateway to new
knowledge and cultures and, of course, provide a great deal of pleasure in the process.
We must cultivate a taste for reading in these bright, young minds of today for, to paraphrase Ben
Okri, reading is one of the greatest acts of civilisation. It takes the free raw material of the mind
and builds castles of possibilities.
To this end, I wish our pupils all the very best that life can offer them and hope that these books
will provide both amusement and much value at the start of their journeys in life.”

Here is a great game that Carter B (4T) and his family have been playing during lockdown.
All Pimlico Plumbing vans have a licence plate identity and if you can record them with photographic evidence you can cross them off your list! Carter has made great progress so far – maybe
the Wetherby Prep boys can club together to get the full set!
https://www.pimlicoplumbers.com/blog/pimlico-number-plates-are-part-of-our-brand-identity

Highest Housepoint Earners by Form Class

Highest Housepoint Earner for the Week

Vivaan M - 65

Weekly Housepoint Totals

First Place

Second Place

Third Place

Fourth Place

Westbourne
Captain S. Meliti

Pembridge
Captain J. Cartwright

Chepstow
Captain S. Bell

Dawson
Captain E. Efthimiou

1148

1029

985

895

Yearly Housepoint Totals

First Place

Second Place

Third Place

Fourth Place

Westbourne
Captain S. Meliti

Pembridge
Captain J. Cartwright

Dawson
Captain E. Efthimiou

Chepstow
Captain S. Bell

11,543

10,853

10,696

10,173

Thomas M playing ice hockey after school

Evo playing football during his break

Evo with his award

Kabir has been having a great time in Dubai

Maxi writes...
Thank you for my certificate and Haribos!

Thomas is obsessed with reading at the moment

Zehen’s walk in the snow

Australians Celebrate Australia Day 26 January 2021
Cooee!

James (4T) combining physics and art on a rainy afternoon

www.wetherbyprep.co.uk

